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Introduction
◦ For years people have preffered the easy and 

less expensive ways of using single plastics 

but it has come to the point that it is starting to 

affect the environment and us, It is time to 

change this and at least recycle in a proper 

way.

◦ I chose this because it is something that you 

use every single day and you have no idea how 

much you are affecting th environment



problem
◦ The problem is that we are not self 

conscious about our actions, and we use 

sigle us eplastics not knowing where they are 

going to end and how they are going to affect 

our environment, mos of single use plastics 

end up in the oceans affecting all the living 

things in there, other some are burnt and 

free gases that affect our environment.



Solution

◦ There are many solutions but some of them are complicated 

so you can start with something easy that will help a lot, whe 

going to the supermarket intead of getting platic bags from 

there take your own reusable bag that you can 

take everywhere, when drinking water intead of buying single 

use platic bottles buy a thermos tha t you can alwasys use 

and use everywher or those single use plastic things that you 

have in your house reuse them do something creative with 

them, don´t do it just for you do it for everyone in the world, 

the change starts with you.



Conclusion

◦ Mybe the world won't change inmediatley but it helps every single time 

you do something good about this, when all the solutions become a usual 

thing the oceans are going to be cleanes less animals are going to be 

affected, imagine going out for a drive and not see any plastics, how good 

to feel that you helped to do that, gases that are freed into the 

atmosphera each day are going to be less and better fotr our 

environment.


